The weaknesses of civic territorial organizations
edited by Monique Abud

The authors demonstrate and explain why civic engagement, a condition for the development of homeowners associations, is inadequate across urban communities. The field research was conducted in Guangdong Province from 2009 to 2011, http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/7616

Bijiao: China in Comparative Perspective Book Review
edited by Monique Abud

The 3rd issue of Bijiao: China in Comparative Perspective Book Review (CCPBR) has been published in October 2013 by CCPN Global. Stephan Feuchtwang, LSE and a member of the UrbaChina research team, is honorary editor of the publication.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/7589

Who Am I (II)
written by Miguel Elosua

Second part of the article published on November 8 about access to education of the children of migrant workers.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/7596
New BBC China Blog.
edited by Jacqueline Nivard

http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/7593

China and its migrants by Chloë Froissart
edited by Aurélie Martin

Presentation of Chloë Froissart's new book on Chinese migrants and information on her upcoming book appearances in France this November.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/7516

UrbaChina working paper series launched
edited by Sebastien Goulard

UrbaChina working paper no.1 now available
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/7598

Community and urban heritage in China
edited by Sebastien Goulard

"International influence and local response: understanding community involvement in urban heritage conservation in China"
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/7606
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